Caliber Mobile

Find the right information—right at the point of enforcement.

On foot, horseback or even on a bike or motorcycle, Caliber Mobile empowers first responders with mission-critical information where you need it, and when you need it. A valuable extension of one of the most advanced hosted Computer-Aided Dispatch solutions, Caliber Mobile is user-friendly, technologically advanced and proven in the field.

Actionable data on the move.

Caliber Mobile delivers critical communications, actionable data and situational awareness for tactical decision-making and responder safety in the field. Now, vital information is as close as your smartphone.

Caliber Mobile allows officers access to:
- Driver license and plate databases
- Complete CAD details
- Priors
- Alerts
- Full call narratives
- And much more
Access critical data virtually anytime, anywhere.

Caliber Mobile is a complete wireless query and messaging software solution for law enforcement, fire and public safety officers. By delivering critical communications, actionable data and situational awareness in the field, Caliber Mobile enhances tactical decision-making and helps improve responder safety in the field.

The software creates a backbone for information sharing to empower user efficiency and effectiveness, while reducing support costs and radio traffic.

Near real-time information for real-world incidents.

Everything from a high-speed pursuit to a routine traffic stop requires concentration. Caliber Mobile lets you sort data and locate information to help field officers make informed decisions quickly. Users can quickly review critical local, state and federal databases—reducing risk in potentially dangerous situations and accessing better information and leads.

Immediate query returns.

Immediate access to response data from multiple CIS sources all displayed in an accessible format that provides first responders with the information they need at a glance.

- Automatically generates secondary queries
- Includes advanced hit detection—allowing agencies to configure parameters for defining hits
- Developed and maintain state interfaces without the need for third party vendors

Integrated, Near Real-Time Data Sharing with InterDEx.

- Obtain data and critical information from multiple public safety agencies and jurisdictions without separate logins
- Share local records management systems (RMS) and Jail Management Systems (JMS) data at the point of enforcement
- Access federated data queries from multiple trusted sources without storing information locally
- Returns include all participating agencies’ RMS and JMS records in addition to the state CJIS system, NCIC, and Nlets data

Unify response through a common platform.

Caliber’s Mobile solution provides a common platform for all disciplines, placing near real-time incident data into the user’s hands with smartphones, tablets and other devices.

- Native mapping with turn-by-turn directions
- View unit status and locations in real-time
- Securely share messages and images with other logged-on units
- Caliber CAD NG integration helps ensure near total visibility
- Software updates automatically
- Configurable down to virtually every keystroke

Transform your PSAP with Next Generation 9-1-1 Call Handling solutions from AT&T.

Modernize to NG9-1-1 CAD with a Smarter Partner.

AT&T—the industry leader in Public Safety emergency communications—is ready to help you implement and deploy advanced NG9-1-1 solutions.

Let AT&T help you implement the Caliber Mobile solution. Smarter technology can help your PSAP improve caller location, enhance security as well as accelerate incident details, response times and public safety outcomes.